Tapline Tennis Team Places Third
(Cont. from Page 1)
final score: 6—2, 864 Aram—
co's favor.
The Tapline ... VartanBezdikian and Joe Saba. Committee member, W. J.
Keane was not available for the photograph (Photo Sayak)

To Receive Awards
Prizes are to be presented at the Sporting Club's New Year's Eve dance to
winners of various intrcelub sports events which took place during the year.
Scheduled to receive these awards are: Elie Waktim (Aerig.) for chess; Mike
Chabed (Aerig.) for ping pong (men's singles); Huda
Sawaya (Personnel) for ping pong (women's singles) (Photo Sayak, 1954)

Reactivated this Fall, Tapline's bowling team
won its first tournament November 30 against A.U.
Company team members were: Norah Benja,
Messrs. Beiruni, Al Giresest, Bill Keane and Heri Sibley. Final scores
were in favor of the opposition.

Bowlers Wanted
An ad in the Sun for bowlers, Norah expressed an open invitation to all
employees interested in this sport to join their group at the American
University every Monday evening at 8 p.m.
Current bowlers in addition to the above were: Ray
Badran, Raja Bkahi, Odette Fernando, Ray Hu-
miotan, Howard Martis, Sameer Mutran, Jane Ring-
gland, Raja Sahl, Sarkis Sarkisian and Josephine Zeinali

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
(Cont. from Page 1)
with Tapline's communications division in March.
One of his favorite amusements is sailing in the Mediterranean in his small
boat and he has found even this proved adventurous when on
one occasion a heavy gale caught him while far out at sea. Friends gave him
up lost, but like the proverbial "bad penny" he turned up safe and sound.
Returning to Holland on vacation this year, Jim drove his Renault, which he
leased to the south of Italy, through Europe and then back to Naples for reshipment to Beirut at the end of his leave. On the way he was frequently mistaken for a Russian due to the unusual license plates on his car.
Looking back over the past ten years of narrow escapes, Jim feels that
cars aren't the only ones limited to nine lives, and he'll continue to count on the luck of the felines in future escapades.

Available
Morris Minor Convertible, late 1949 model, good condition.
Contact: G. S. Aronson, Ext. 289.
Studebaker Champion - Convertible, 1951 model.
Contact: Raja Shashabah, Ext. 247.
Billow 203, 1950 model, mileage 42,000 kms, in
very good condition. Contact: Farid Siblani, Beirut Medical
Center.
Zenith Radio - Phonome-
ny, 1952 console model; also wide assortment long-
playing (33-1-3) records.
Contact: G. S. Aronson, Ext. 289.
Room Air Conditioner, Miller, 3/4 HP, 110 V,
5400 cycle, 15 amp, fits in window, one and a half years old with 5 year war-
ranty. Contact: E. F. Pace, Air Division.
Baby Crib, maple, ad-
justable height, springs and mattress, both sides can be lowered. Contact: E. F. Pace, Air Division.

Personnel Report
PROUD FATHERS
Beirut
Vladimir Basileff (Eng.) a son, George.
Mohamed El-Sayed (Traffic-
Air) a daughter, Jumsa.
Hissein Khraibateh (P&S)
son, Khalil.
Hassen Meshan (G.O.R.)
son, Mohamad.

Compiling five years of employment with the Company, November 9.
Arun Shashabah (Chapel) received his service from Nickos N., General Office, Services.

Sunday Yousef M. Gheb (Opera-
) a daughter, Dalal
Abdallah Asayed (Martis) a son, Jack.
WEDDINGS
Farid Najjar (Gov't Rela-
tions) to Najla Hamzeh.
Quaisshah Nahib Acheed (Machine Shop) to Miss Jacqueline Saadeh.
Behead Farid Khalid (Operations) to Miss Mary Talmi-
ian.
ANSWERS TO TEST YOUR ARABIC
Confusion and suspicious reign when Howard, the American chop lounging in the hammock, starts to
sing in Arabic. Lyrics to the tune go "sing for you" (gaysi'ta, gansy-lit, tanny-lit). The Ioma-loma has no translation but adds to the
rhythm of the music.

Samir Mutran, Vartan Bez-
dikian and Joe Saba. Committee member, W. J.
Keane was not available for the photograph (Photo Sayak)
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The distinction of being the first Saudi National employee to become a shift foreman (Operations) was achieved by Hammond Bin Nazzil, who was recently promoted to Shift Foreman, in pump-house operations at the end of last year.

With an eagerness to learn and a desire to advance himself, Hammond jumped into John Arnold's course in "pumpology" in September; he was the first Saudi employee to enter the company's training program in this phase of operations. A native of Bal, Saudi Arabia, Hammond is about 23 years old. He was first employed as a laborer February 12, 1951 and in three months' time advanced to Assistant Operator. Continuing in this capacity through various pay grade changes, Hammond was promoted to the position of Operator in December, 1952.

Impressed with the ambition shown by his countrymen in availing themselves of the company's training facilities, H.H. Amir Mohammed Sudair, Governor of the Pipeline, entertained Hammond and employees at a dinner party in Badanah during December. The Governor presented the membership to the Club of the U.S. — Port of Rafha, a. H. Hamadeh, and Mr. W. F. Moore of Aramco were among the nine members elected to serve on the Board of Governors.

Following the annual meeting, the Board of Governors presented the Iron Lung for presentation to the Lebanese Government January 16 at a ball given at the hotel of the American University of Beirut for emergency purposes. In recognition of the credit due to the efforts of their employees, the Club honored the Governor of the Pipeline, H. H. Amir Mohammed Sudair, Governor of the Pipeline, and the Governor of the Lebanon, H. H. Amir Kamal Chamoun, President of the Lebanon.

In its efforts to promote public relations, education, and good will among people interested in shipping and allied industries, the Propeller Club through voluntary subscriptions of its members, purchased an Iron Lung for presentation to the Republic of Lebanon.

The Iron Lung was officially presented to the Lebanese Government January 16 at a ball given at the hotel of the American University of Beirut. Mrs. Jane, dressed in the colors of the U.S. Navy, presented the membership of the club, headed by Mike Bassoul, who has served as bookkeeper and auditor respectively.

Secretary Howard Wells presented the membership with several suggestions for improving the club's operations. He pointed out the poor attendance at club functions and the unsatisfactory use of its facilities, looking to the future with the poor attendance at club functions and the unsatisfactory use of its facilities. He urged that frequently non-members availed themselves of the club's facilities without proper invitation. To avoid embarrassment in the future, he suggested all members acquaint themselves with the regulations governing the entrance—way, or take their complaint to the Chairman of the House Committee.

The Iron Lung was presented to the club by the Governor of the Lebanese American University, Dr. Camille Chamoun, President of the Lebanon, and the Governor of the Lebanon, H. H. Amir Kamal Chamoun, President of the Lebanon. The Iron Lung was presented to the club by the Governor of the Lebanese American University, Dr. Camille Chamoun, President of the Lebanon, and the Governor of the Lebanon, H. H. Amir Kamal Chamoun, President of the Lebanon. The Iron Lung was presented to the club by the Governor of the Lebanese American University, Dr. Camille Chamoun, President of the Lebanon, and the Governor of the Lebanon, H. H. Amir Kamal Chamoun, President of the Lebanon.
Royal Party Visits Pipeline

Welcome arches, such as the ones, were erected for HM King Sa'ud at Qaisumah and Badanah. (Photo by A. Siblani)

Harry Walker Awarded 25 Year Pin

Reaching the 25 year mark in his career with Tapline, the parent company and affiliated organizations, Harry Walker, supervisor of Organization and Planning, was presented his five-star pin December 26, 1953 by President C. A. Swigart. On hand to congratulate Harry at the ceremony were representatives of management and of the Industrial Relations supervisory group.

Exposed to the oil industry while working as a construction company tank builder during one of the parent companies' expansion programs in 1928, Harry stayed on as steel erector and subsequently worked in a variety of mechanical, operating, clerical and technical jobs before entering the supervisory field as operating foreman, terminal superintendent, personnel supervisor and assistant supervisor-Industrial Relations.

Aside from obtaining a well-rounded background in oil company operations, Harry also spent six months studying the numerous technical operations of refineries and maintenance of such facilities. In addition to this training he attended a six month's company-conduct ed, industrial relations course that dealt with labor relations, personnel administration and relative problems.

Harry joined the foreign service contingent of Aramco's Organization and Planning activity in September, 1946 and transferred September, 1952 to Tapline in his present capacity.

Members of company management appear in the third row center. (Photo by A. Siblani)

General view of the reviewing stand for the performance January 24. Members of company management appear in the third row center. (Photo by A. Siblani)
Christmas Eve dinner in Rafha's Messhall

Master Bichara Khoury, son of Michel Khoury (Acctg.), was one year old the day of TSC's party for the youngsters.

Employees' Christmas Party — Beirut

Children's Christmas party at TSC, Beirut

Santa Claus visited the Kiddies Zoo!

Children's Christmas party at TSC, Beirut

Santa Claus arrives at Rafha

New Year's Eve at Turaif

Employees' Christmas Party — Beirut

Employees' Christmas Party — Beirut

Employees' Christmas Party — Beirut

Employees' Christmas Party — Beirut

Employees' Christmas Party — Beirut
THE J. H. Arnolds were hosts of a "going away" party honoring Jake Van Oeveren and Herman Jar—friends and ex—Tapliners.

When St. Nick called Christmas party held in the school house December 24. The school children and decorations and in serving had af if were the Bill Haleys, Shihabi, Haji bin Zaman and your Neervens, Adnan Ayoubi transferred to Turaif. Beiruth for some time.


The Seeleys will visit Petit Salina and the Upper Nile region.

Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Britton returned from vacation in the Lebanon during January. While on his holiday, Dave Bourne was busy with their cameras and with the help of friends and equipment, returned with glowing reports of Vienna!...
Bassoul and Wells Re-elected to TSC Offices

(Cont. from Page 3)

Turaif scholars (seated left to right) Gerald Hargrove, Norma Krapp and Rusty Hughes had not arrived at Turaif when the photo was taken. (Photoby Abdul Karim bin Mohammed)

W. Eddy Lectures F.O.A. Staff, Paris

Trophies: Chairman — Howard Wells
Program and Publicity: Chairman — Dick Hoops
Member — Josephine Zeitzman and Varian Bezdikian.
Finance: Chairman — Stu Todt.
All TSC golfers are encouraged to come out for the team and practice for the tournament.

Available

Baby strioler, 10 or 11 in. rubber-tired wheels, new: Still in original car- ton manufactured by Welsh. Contact: C. G. Reas at Turaif.

Sewing Machine, port-a-ble, Montgomery Ward. Contact: Mrs. R. P. Ritchie, Joe Sabih.

Personnel Report

PROUD FATHERS

Beirut

Rasheed Bouchik (Agric.) a son, Dima.
Said Michael Attia (Marine) a son, Elia.
Omar Bahiar (Marine) a son, Mahmoud.
Mustafa Koudroui (Marine) a son, Dariel.
Yacoub Kazizi (Marine) a daughter, Hind.
Nicolas Khoury (Operations) a son, Tufik.
Mouzkhtar Taleb (Operations) a son, Karim.
Hanna Younes (Maintenance) a son, Nicolas.

WEDDINGS

Beirut

Elie Abi-Rached (Asgct.) a son, Boris.
Miss Janet Asham
Abdalrah Richa (Trainee) to Miss Randi Khalil Kheir.
Said Anas Shabah (Operations) to Miss Souad Abu-Seinah.
Khalil Rad (Marine) to Miss Hari Khanawati.

ANSWERS TO TEST YOUR ARABIC

Says she: “Look, what a beautiful view!”

Says he: “The most beautiful, natural view in the world.”

(See we: A note of appreciation)

SAFETY ENGINEERING NOTES

WALTER W. KOEHLER

Last time accidents in 1962 were cut to less than half of both 1952 and 1951. Bassoul had the Best Safety Record for 1953 and Simon Operations; the Great Improvement, having reduced their last year’s lost time cases to one-third of 1952. In recognition of these safety achievements Bassoul and Simon Operations were presented trophy cups.

For submitting commendable safety suggestions or activities during the past two months, automatic pianos have been awarded to the following employees: N. E. Elk, (Operations), Glenn Foner (E&C), Elina Banas (E&C), John Evans (Misc.) Nick Hahs (Geophysics), Mike Heide (E&C), Al Khorshid (Asgct.), and Dick Hoops (Asgct.).

On behalf of Bassoul, Superintendent H. C. Davis (right) received the silver cup awarded for the best safety record of 1953 from Safety Engineer Walter Koeehler (second from left). Representing the employers were Mr. Bassoul, Mr. Haynes, president of the joint committee, A. O. Clark of Mina (left) and Al V. Oranes of Operators (second from right). (Photo by A. D. Adb.)

BADANAH AGAIN WINS CUP FOR BEST SAFETY RECORD

In recognition of the enviable_record of no lost-time industrial accidents during 1953, Badanah was silver cup awarding the year’s best “Safety Record” in a formal presentation at the station March 1. This in the second consecutive year Badanah has won the trophy.

On congratulating Badanah employees, Safety Engineer Walter Koeehler remarked, “I am proud and pleased with the efforts of everyone here for maintaining such an outstanding safety record.” Also, Mr. Koeehler pointed out that few companies in industrial groups in any country had a record of 972 days without a lost-time accident, and he expressed the hope that Badanah would lead the way by continuing its safety vigilance. Mr. Koeehler urged each employee to “keep up the good work.”

Accepting the cup on behalf of the organization, Superintendent H. C. Davis extended the combined efforts of the station’s employees as the force behind winning this year’s cup.

(Cont. on Page 2)

NEW SCHOOL BUILDING COMPLETED AT TURAIF

One of the latest additions to Turaif is the new concrete block school building recently completed and now functioning as the center for dispensing the three “R’s” of education to youngsters residing at that station. Situated adjacent to the camp’s family housing area, the structure is composed of two, air-conditioned classrooms with a combined reading arrangement for twenty students.

For six hours daily, Saturday through Wednesday, Norma Krapp, fifth year, Kathy Giles, eighth year, Gerald Gargove, fourth year and Rusty Hughes, third year, poured over their lessons the same as if they were in H.U.A. The program is limited with the following subjects as their favorite subject, respectively: Norma declares that she likes school at Turaif more than any place else.

Functioning as teacher of this varied subject body

“Skits and Misses” Promises Fun

“Skits and Misses of 1954,” a hilarious variety show, with the harassed staff of the “Oohn and Johnmen” style-rolling production, is currently in rehearsal and scheduled to be presented at American University’s West Hall, April 30 and May 1.

Written, directed and produced by members of the Ras Beirut Little Theater, the show features a host of new and amusing talent as well as many footlight favorites who have appeared in other local productions. All proceeds from the show...